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Spectroscopy

It is a branch of science which deals with interaction 
of electromagnetic radiations with matter.

Applications:It provide us a scope to know more 
about structure of molecule or atom.

It is a tool in chemical analysis of wide range of 
samples.

This interaction of electromagnetic radiations with 
matter induces a variety of transitions in them.



1)In atom electrons get excited from lower to 
higher energy state and emit absorbed energy 
when come back to lower electronic level.

2)The energy absorbed or emit is quantized and 
having fixed wavelength.

3)A plot of intensity of wavelength of radiations 
emitted or absorbed against corresponding 
wavelength or frequency is called spectrum.

4)The atomic spectra are simpler because they have 
electronic transitions only.

5)Molecular spectra are complicated because they 
involve electronic , vibrational , rotational and 
transitional transitions depending upon the 
nature of radiations absorbed.



Molecular Energies

1. Translational Energy
2. Rotational Energy
3. Vibrational Energy
4. Electronic Energy



Translational Energy

Kinetic energy posses by molecule due to its 
motion in space is Translational Energy.

Average Transitional Energy is =3/2kT
Where k =Boltzman constant

Translational



Rotational Energy

The energy involved in rotation of molecule or 
its part ,about the centre of gravity is 
Rotational Energy.Its value for

Linear molecule=Two Rotational degrees of 
freedom.

Non linear molecule=Three  Rotational degrees 
of freedom.



Modes  OF MOLECULAR VIBRATIONS(AX2 )

Types of 
molecular 
vibrations

Stretching

Symmetric Asymmetric

Bending

In-Plane

Rocking Scissoring

Out-of-plane

Wagging Twisting

Vibrational Energy :The energy involned in causing 
the vibrations in molecule is Vibrational Energy.



A linear molecule with n atoms having (3n-5)vibrational degrees 
of freedom.

A non linear molecule with n atoms having (3n-6)vibrational
degrees of freedom.

Calculate vibrational degrees of freedom for the 
following molecules.

CH4,NH3,CO2,H2O,C2H2,etc



Electronic Energy
The energy involved in excitation of electron to 
higher energy level or due to change in distribution 
of electron by cleavage of bond is electronic Energy.

At room temperature translational energies are closely 
spaced and continuous.

E(total)=E(e)+E(v)+E(r)
The relative magnitude of these energies are as folloes-
a)The energy difference between two electronic level is 

much larger as compared to vibrational level belongs 
to same electronic level.

b)The two rotational levels are still closer and have less 
energy difference. 
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